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At last, the haunting sequel to Morgan Llywelyn’s phenomenal epic Druids. The Greener Shore unfurls the
story of a brave and mystical people who learned to manipulate the forces of nature–in order to control
magic.

As druids in Celtic Gaul, they had been the harmonious soul of their tribe, the Carnutes. But when Julius
Caesar and his army invaded and conquered their homeland, the great druid Ainvar and his clan fled for their
lives, taking with them the ancient knowledge. Guided by a strange destiny, they found themselves drawn to
a green island at the very rim of the world: Hibernia, home of the Gael.

Here they would depend for survival on an embittered man who had lost his faith–and a remarkable woman
who would find hers. Burning with hatred of the Romans, Ainvar can no longer command his magic. But his
mantle falls on unexpected shoulders. In a beautiful, war-torn land of numerous kingdoms and belligerent
tribes, Ainvar and his beloved wife, Briga, struggle toward an uncertain future. Their companions include the
volatile Onuava, widow of their fallen chieftain; Lakutu, Ainvar’s dark and mysterious second wife;
Ainvar’s son, Dara, who seems more drawn to poetry than to combat; and the “Red Wolf,” the young warrior
who is as close as kin and is determined to find Ainvar’s missing daughter.

Other forces are at work in Hibernia as well–the spirits that haunt the island, forces older than even the
magic of the druids. Through them Ainvar seeks his redemption . . . as Briga seeks her rendezvous with
history.

Filled with the deep feeling, stunning detail, and rich characters that made Druids a masterwork, The Greener
Shore is a superb saga of an amazing world and its wondrous ways–a much-awaited novel that will delight
all the devotees of this admired author.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Edward Baca:

With other case, little persons like to read book The Greener Shore. You can choose the best book if you'd
prefer reading a book. Providing we know about how is important a new book The Greener Shore. You can
add expertise and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, due to the fact
from book you can understand everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you will find yourself
known. About simple issue until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, you can open a book or
searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel weary to go to the library.
Let's learn.

Michelle Wilson:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with good friends is thing that
usually you have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try issue that really opposite from that.
One particular activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
are ride on and with addition info. Even you love The Greener Shore, you can enjoy both. It is great
combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can happen its mind
hangout fellas. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Ashley Washington:

Within this era which is the greater individual or who has ability in doing something more are more
important than other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must
do is just spending your time little but quite enough to experience a look at some books. On the list of books
in the top checklist in your reading list will be The Greener Shore. This book which can be qualified as The
Hungry Inclines can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking upwards and review this reserve
you can get many advantages.

Roman Morris:

As a pupil exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library as well
as to make summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's internal or
real their passion. They just do what the educator want, like asked to the library. They go to generally there
but nothing reading critically. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring in addition to can't see
colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important for you personally. As we
know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, many
ways to reach Chinese's country. So , this The Greener Shore can make you sense more interested to read.
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